
1brther that ideal iRD deserves se.riws CD1Sideratia1 is a questia\
which a reader might pmder after he has fully underBtcod Tolstoy'a
~ in "Posle ba..la" and other stories. Zho1kaY8ky has pointed
the wtrj toward such an understanding. Both the reading' of "Posle
bala- and ZhoJ,J(ovsky's refiectia1s on 'l'Olstc7:f'. place in Rlssian lit
erature and culture are valuable cantriJ:Jut.iaul to Tolstoy scholarahip.

Dc:rula Orwin, ~, lhiveraity of Tora1tD

Peter 01f Mrlller, Postlude to the Kreutzer Sonata. ~stoj am the
aebate on sexual~in ¥sian literature Of the 19905. Tran8.
fi'tiII &ni8h by JOhi'i • IAllden: E.J. Brill, 1988.

Because of its semi-por:x:lgTaph.i nature, the xntutzer Sonata had •
unique receptial in amBia, becaning siItultaneou.1y the fIi'st exavple
of both samizdat and tamimat literature. '1he -lex question" of the
late 19th century manifested itself in erotici..- and decadence in~
arts, azxl in evol~ soci.o-pJlitical attit1D!s en -.men.,s liberatian.
including' a radical rejectial of marriage by thinkers and autlx>n ..
dltferent as Hardy, Ibsetti and Tolstoy. 'D1e particuJar value of thU
study, which takes as ita st:art:in; point the social and literazy m-
spawe to the Kreutzer sc:mata, is its carprebenaive, thrcughly cJoo ..
t8i and generOUSly illustrated narrative of tl1e sh1ft in p.1blic atti
tuCes provoked by '1t)lstoy' s attack on ramntic low and marriage. .

Essentially a receptial study, this l:xJok traces the iJzpact of the
Xreutzer Sonata on the RlSSian intelligentsia frail the private arena
of sofja Tolstj"a 1 s repressed hostility am mlbivalence while tran8eri
bini; the manuscript am wrestling with the oenscnhip to the general
sheck aId pe.rt:url:)atia\ of the p.Jblic. 'n'1e auUence :rupa1Se is .,.
lltxUble in this l:Jock thrcu;h substantial quotatims fran Tolstoy'. W
lumino.Js correspondence at the topic, and tl'1rcu9h detailed descriptiaaa
of the qatherinjs where the manuscript was privately read, diw;t.m.m,
transcribed and circulated.

On one ootable occasial, TOlstoy himself read the~ 8a'ata
aloud to a select group of friends, rot only after the w:znen hid biin
asKed to leave the roan! \IIU.le gender caulideratiaw do not aDt1vate
this stu:iy (totill.er states in the Int.roduct.ia1 that IIzay book is not
abc:ut sexual ltOrality"), these issues are unavoidable V1en explor1nq
readers' responses. z.wuer ac::lax:Mledqes, for exBIlPle, the difference
in ZlIIle and female responses to the "sexnal quest.ial- in qenm:al and to
the Kreutzer Sonata in particular. His survey of ~ letters~
receIvea: suggests that, al the Wlole,~ readen respor1ded to tJw
work JlDre favorably than nen, and expressed greater CJCnCem aver the
prc:i)lem of sexual IrCBlity, a gender-based sensitivity Tolstoy hin-lf
acknowl~ in his diaries and letters.



M;Jller identifies three trends in the turn of the century debate
on sexual rrorality: the "norality of the 18605," the "glove" rrorality
(so narred after Bjl2lrnstjerne Bj~rnsonI splay A Glove, which attacked
the sexual double standard), and Christian sexual norality, the lat
ter problerra.tized by a dispute over clerical readings of Scripture.
'nle continuing debate in Russian letters is addressed both as an
echo of the Tolstoyan controversy and as an aspect of Symbolist
thought on marriage, sexuality, and the body in the writings of so
loviev, Gippius, r-Erezhkovsky, and PDzanov. A unique feature of the
study is the author's familiarity with Scandinavian debates on sexual
rrorality which influenced and were influenced by Russian sources.

In the opening chapters, ~ller establishes the thenatics of the
Kreutzer Sonata as treated in a literary style consistent with Tol
stoy's emergent aesthetic theory. Mi"ller thus establishes a unity
in pre- and post-conversion Tolstoyan aesthetics, but has then to
account for the radical shift in Tolstoy I s attitudes on the "v.aren
question" fran the conservative views he expressed in his essays of
the 80s ("an ideal v.orran ""Juld not say it was enough after Tho, or
after 20 births," ~t, '!he, Must l"e Do?) to the apparent affinities
with radical feminism projected in the Kreutzer Sonata. ~ller con
vincingly argues that the Kreutzer Sonata served as a vehicle for the
personal clarification of these issues in Tolstoyan thought, although
he is careful to sustain the reader I s awareness of the ironic dis
tance between pozdnyshev' s narrative and Tolstoy's authorship. Draw
ing on various staterrents fran Tolstoy's letters and diaries, M:Jller
solicits greater recognition of Tolstoy's belief in sexual conti
nence, an aspect of Tolstoyanism that has frequently been downplayed
in the criticism as an ec~ntricity.

'Ihe second and third chapters outline the history of censorship
and the illegal dissemination of the tale, a narrative that allows
M:Jl1er to introduce Sofja Andreevna in her role as editor of the col
lected works (the Kreutzer SOnata was to have appeared ID volurre 13)
and as a player in the drama of marital friction which unquestionably
contributed to Tolstoy's attitudes on marriage. One of the rrost in
triguing aspects of this study is the chapter on the "counter litera
ture, 11 where 112lller describes Sofja Andreevna' s own version of the
Kreutzer sonata, "Who is to BlanE?" which, to;rether with her son
Lev's version, "Chopin's Prelude," m.urber the first two v.Qrks of the
"counter-literature. n Other exarrples include a variety of polemical
re-writings of the Kreutzer sonata fran various points of view, for
exanple: "'Ibe Violinist· 5 Kreutzer Sonata. Trukachevsky I 5 Notes" and
"Her Kreutzer sonata. Frem Mrs. Pozdnyshev's Diary" roth supply the
missing voices of Pozdnyshev' s narrative. More serious responses
cane fran the pens of I.eskov and, of course, Chekhov, whose writings
on the problem of the relations bebYeen the sexes receive an entire
chapter in ~ller' s study.

'lhe central chapters on the debate over sexual rrorality in the
context of the Kreutzer SOnata are the heart of the bcok. ~ller

proposes that Tolstoy I s role in the debate was that of liberator-
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provocateur: subjects which ~e previously taboo nON became legiti
rrate topics of discussion which could be debated in mixed canpany.
Despite the fact of the official suppression of the tale because of
its pornographic nature, rrost members of the intelligentsia becarre
acquainted with the contents of the tale through the attacks levelled
against it; one such unintentionally revealing critique carne fran the
clergyman, Nikanor, who voiced the Church I s concern that Tolstoy had
misunderstood Christian doctrine, and quoted "the wrong Biblical pi3.s
sages." Because of the questions raised in the debate abalt Russian
OrthOOox interpretations of Christ r s teaching on love and rrarriage,
the debate continued to be meaningful in Symbolist thought of the
following decade. .Furtherrrore, the decadent celebration of the l::xJdy
can be read as a direct reaction against Tolstoyan asceticism.

'!he three concluding chapters form a separate section of the book
on the place of love, the body, and sexuality in Syrobolist thought.
'!his topic could occupy an entire book in its own right, and if there
is a \\eakness in ~ller r s study, it is the confinement of what could
be said about Syrrbolist views on the body and sexuality to observa
tions resonant to the Kreutzer Sonata. '!he weakest of the three
chapters is the discussion of Gippius, which never rises beyond plot
SUIIll'aries and the citation of her fanous line, "1 want that which is
not in this world." Despite the COJ'lplexity of Gippius' ceuvre and
the ~th of biographical and docurrentary rraterials on the proolem
of beauty and the bcxly for Gippius, M;1l1er unaccountably argues, "it
was rrore Merezhkovsky I s province to ponder where beauty and the love
of life had disappeared during the course of history. /I '!be section
on Merezhkovsky which follows pays ample tribute to the critic's
distinction between "flesh" and "spiI.-it" and is, in every way, an
exemplary discussion of aesthetics in theory and practice. While
it is true that Merezhkovsky penned rrore works directed at the "sex
ual question" ("our new question above all others") and Toistoyan
asceticism, ~ler's skill at utilizing docurrentary genres and belles
lettres failed him in the case of Gippius. Briusov is similarly con
densed into a three-page discussion.

fue chapter on Soloviev rightly introduces philosophical sources
fran Plato to Gnosticism to explicate Soloviev's views of love. Yet,
surely these sources 'f.lere in'portant for Tolstoy as well? 'Ihe philo
sophical contextualization of Soloviev' 5 principles of the Eternal
Feminine alert the reader to an absence of an enriched discussion of
these problems throughout the book. Ult..iIYately, the pairing of Solo
viev with Tolstoy in this chapter reduces the canplexity of Tolstoy's
views to the ideas in the Kreutzer Sonata 'as a solitary response to
the New Testa.rrent; thus Tolstoy' 5 thought is deprived of the philo
sophical context which ~ller reserves exclusively for SOloviev.

'Il1e concluding chapter on Rozanov surnnarizes his belie£ in "lin
rrortality in genitalibus" in a surprisingly uncritical fashion.
While it is fascinating to observe the late nineteenth century turn
t:.o'Nard asceticism and the decadent return to a celebration of the b0
dy, the inplications of an evolving rrorality in a secularized, pre-



Pevolutionary culture are only hinted at by l'Dller: II [this) therre
arises as a protest against the Kreutzer Sonata and its doctrine
of chastity [and] continues into a period in which the raising of
sexual IlDrality was not nearly as topical as the question of sexu
al liberation without any kind of religious justification."

With the exception of the final chapters, M,'Iller' s study is an
exenplary account of a unique case in literary reception. '!his is
truly an illustrated history of the Kreutzer Sonata: the book is
generously illustrated with reproductions of rare photographs and
paintings, for example, one of M:isiutin r s unpublished ~lock
illustrations for tile Kreutzer Sonata; cartoons referring to the
debate, such as the dialogue at the piano: "Play the Kreutzer So
nata for tre." "No, wait! We r re not even married yet!" TI1e trans
lation is graceful for the rrost part, but the translator apparent
ly does not know ~ssian and did not bother to familiarize himself
with .standard English translations of Russian \YOrks. 'The double
inderm..ity of a twice-translated title resulted in such infelici
tous renderings as '~Vhy do People Drug '!heir senses?" or "What
Should We '!hen Do?" rather than the rrore usual ''Why Do People
Stupify Themselves" or ''What, the, Must We D:J?" '!he translation
worsens prcgressively with the greatest proportion of howlers and
nan-gramratical expressions in the final chapters.

Despite its deceptively na.rrc:M focus, M;zlller I s study deftly a
voids rrost of the traps of literary historical accounts. It a
chieves an exemplary balance of evocative detail, literary criti
cism and intellec:tual history.

Amy Mandelker, City university of New York Graduate Center

Forthcoming
Michael Katz (University of 'lExas, Austin) has sent word that he is
editing a Norton Critical Edition of Tolstoy's Short Fiction, and
he has supplied the following Table of Contents:

Preface

THE TEXTS; sevastC1fXJl in December
sevastoFQl in May
'nlree Deaths
Family Happiness
GOO sees the Truth,But waits
'Ihe Death of Ivan Ilych
'rtle 'nrree Hermits
The Kreutzer sonata
Master and Man
Alyosha the Pot
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